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The Selectric is one of the most popular typewriters, and the most widely used input device. The first Selectric was a linear type model, where the letters were printed down the page, on the body of the machine. The Selectric Mark 2.0 was introduced in 1957, and marketed as a new typewriter for business use. It was almost instantly successful, and became the
first mass produced and marketed typewriter. Although the Selectric was originally billed as a typewriter for the office, it was sold for home use, such as the Selectric II and Selectric 3, both introduced in 1958. The Selectric retained its popularity through to the mid 1980s, when manual typewriters began to be replaced. The typewriter has come a long way over
the years, all leading into the age of computers and the most widely used input device: the computer keyboard. Though the first computers and computer keyboards were created before the Selectric, these power-house typewriters were so great at putting text on the page that they continued to be used alongside keyboards, as computers gained in popularity.

Hunter S. Thompson was known to write on one, and some writers such as David Sedaris to this day still use and prefer their Selectric Typewriter. Typewriters have largely been replaced and taken over by the keyboard as the preferred, and most used typing device. A few years ago, rumors generated by the Daily Mail even went as far as to publish that the
Last Typewriter Factory Left in the World Close[d] its Doors which as it turns out was an exaggeration, and false ( as confirmed by NPR ). Though the age of typewriters has faded and they have become more of a novelty than anecessity, several government offices continue to use typewriters to produce legal documents, which has kept and will keep

typewriters in production, at least for the time being.
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As seen in Table 3.2, the earliest typewriters were single line devices containing a single type element (a band, a
column or a partition) that moved left or right on a flat platen. These typewriters had few buttons on them, and it was
difficult to type anything other than letters. Some early typewriters did have dual type elements which could travel the

same path as a single element, such as the Remington where the type elements could be switched for two different
styles of letters for example. These typewriters were not very popular and began to disappear as the rewinding
technology was improved and then discarded. Modern typewriters are generally designed to be "directional"and
although they cannot seem to type true italics, they are designed to type in a fashion that emulates the style of

lettering (a single line of type moving left to right). While our modern typewriters are perfectly functional, they are not
beautiful and are used for modern-day word processing. In its simplest form, a typewriter is a device that produces
text as opposed to a computer or a word processing machine. Early computers couldnt deal with text, so modern
typewriters still need to deal with text, that is, as a sequence of characters that will fit a line. The first typewriters

usually came with no keyboard and a set of tools for holding down keys, and in most cases, the tool required to hold
down a key was also the tool for repositioning the original text. It was like a typewriter and a typewriting machine

within one machine. Many early typewriters were very awkward to use, both for typing and for holding down keys. For
example, the original Remington Electric was a single line device where the ribbon had to be moved manually back

and forth over a platen. In order for a computer or a modern typewriter to work with its type element, it usually has a
platen and a ribbon. 5ec8ef588b
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